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Innovation is part of Sonae’s DNA from its 

inception. 

This enterprise started with the opening  

of the first hypermarket in Portugal, 

representing the beginning of one  

of Portugal’s biggest transformations  

of the current generation. 

Currently there are 17 banners of food  

and specialised retail, and our more than 

37,000 employees continue investing 

strongly in the creation of value: with new 

products and services, new procedures,  

very distinctive forms of brand activation 

and social responsibility and through  

a continuous adaptation to the reality  

of the market through organisational 

changes.

The innovation spirit comes from all 

employees and becomes a reality through 

large projects and small revolutions,  

with high impact on the processes  

and productivity of these companies. 

In this book we divulge the most impactful 

activities from 2011 as well as those small 

big ideas that are made possible by our 

colleagues spontaneously.

Based on this culture of innovation and  

on the creative power of our collaborators, 

we continue to do more and better  

to surprise customers, day after day.
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Our model of innovation  

is decentralised with central facilitation. 

All collaborators are involved  

and responsible for innovating.

ORGANISATION
FINOV – Innovation Forum

FINOV, Sonae’s Innovation Forum, ensures 

that the theme of innovation and sharing 

of experiences and knowledge are present 

across all business units. 

FINOV, presided by Luís Filipe Reis, 

gathers representatives from all 

companies and defines the policy  

of innovation and strategy to follow. 

Various cross sectorial projects are 

carried out and enriched by this business 

heterogeneity.

This organ is also responsible for the 

organisation of the FINOV event which, 

besides being a vehicle of information on 

the tendencies of innovation, recognises 

the most innovative initiatives of each 

company.

Innovation Committee

The Innovation Committee is composed 

of representatives from all areas  

of Sonae’s retail companies. It is a forum 

for sharing strategies of innovation and 

activities carried out.

It is the responsibility of this Committee 

to ensure that the culture of innovation 

reaches all employees, continually 

challenging all business areas.

The Innovation Management Team 

coordinates the Innovation Committee 

and facilitates the processes that support 

the general innovation objectives.

GOALS
Everybody Innovates

Involving all employees is crucial for  

the creation of a culture of innovation 

across the board, creating opportunities 

for the generation of ideas.

Networking

Given that Sonae has many employees 

widely distributed geographically it is 

necessary to create mechanisms to share 

knowledge and best practices among  

its many departments. This act of sharing 

went beyond the company’s borders, 

including partners and other external 

players who benefitted from this exchange 

of knowledge and experience.

Reference

Today, Sonae is a reference of innovation  

in Portugal and the world of retail. Many 

contributed towards this goal by making 

dozens of presentations in external events 

about Sonae’s various projects.

The external recognition granted by 

industry prizes is also a source of motivation 

and pride for all collaborators.



Innovations
80 new ideas  
implemented

Retail  
Observer

4800 documents
100 retailers

Monthly  
activity  
reports

Creative  
Problem Solving

100 new ideas  
in each session
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EVERybOdy 
INNOVatES

These activities aim to create the right 

conditions for the involvement of all 

collaborators in Innovation, through  

the generation of ideas and sharing 

implemented projects. The Retail 

Observer, which gathers information 

about national and international partners 

and competitors, is used across 

departments in the search of new 

processes and methods.



NEtwORkINg

MAIN VISITS  
TO RETAIL COMPANIES:
Carrefour Planet (France) 

S Group (Finland) 

Metro Future Store (Germany) 

Agrokor (Croatia) 

Next (United Kingdom) 

ASDA (United Kingdom) 

Jan Linders (Netherlands) 

Top Retail (Cyprus) 

RSH Limited (Singapore) 

Itochu (Japan) 

Salsa (Portugal) 

Jamilco (Russia) 

Kotsovolos (Greece) 

Marjane (Morocco) 

Pixmania (France) 

Gadisa (Spain) 

Apranga (Lithuania)
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Companies are not isolated: they  

are part of a community, of a sector  

of the economy and of a system of value 

creation. Thus, it is important to identify 

the best partners and the depth  

of the relationship required from each.  

It is equally important to know the  

latest retail news from around the world,  

current trends and strategies that  

are being implemented and with  

which results.



COMMENTS  

BY VISITORS  

TO SONAE
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Sonae is a very innovative company, 

combining a tremendous appreciation  

for the critical success factors in retail 

with a clever use of technology. It is clear 

that Continente’s operating model  

is a well managed combination of people, 

process, and technology.

Robert Parket, Group Vice President, 

Research IDC Retail Insights

It was an inspiring [visit] and we hope that 

some of the participants may spread this 

spirit of improvement to other colleagues 

at the University of Coimbra.

Marisa Silva, Depart of Evaluation  

and Continuous Improvement,  

University of Coimbra

The business is clearly led by visionaries 

that can see opportunities that spin  

off from multiple formats and services. 

They have a great service ethic,  

and this has driven the requirements  

to facilitate innovative systems  

to simplify interaction, reduce response 

times, and allow more time for the store 

staff to spend with their customers  

on the [shop] floor and not in the back 

office looking at systems or reports.

Stasha battye, UCS Solutions

After (…) our visit to your store at Maia 

Jardim we have to congratulate you  

for the excellent organisation and 

management that we witnessed.  

Your merit and professionalism make us 

particularly proud, not only for the 

partnership between our companies  

but also because it is visible once more 

that Sonae, a 100% national company, 

strengthens its leadership and innovation 

on a global scale.

ana Cristina Oliveira, Itautec Portugal

[The] Despar team wants to thank  

Sonae and Wipro team for the availability  

and kindness shown to us last week.  

We had a really great experience  

in Oporto and we’d like to do the same 

with you in the future.

Chiara Miazzi, Despar

In what concerns Kaizen, Toyota is for 

manufacturing what Sonae is for retail.

despar
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INTERNATIONAL  

BEST PRACTICES

Sonae travels the world  

in search for the best solutions  

for its customer.
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EXPERIENCES 
The Experiences events have been 

organised with the objective to boost  

the sharing of ideas, knowledge  

and best practices on Information 

Systems and Innovation management.

These events, held by FINOV,  

are cross sectorial within the Group, 

helping the networking among different 

business units. In 2011 there were two 

editions with more than 200 participants, 

about Smartphones & Mobility  

and Information Security. 

BIZ SHARE
Knowledge management is a priority  

in our agenda. The best way to share 

knowledge and best practices is through 

inter departmental meetings.

In Biz Share meetings, members from 

various business units gather in order  

to share views on processes and tools 

regarding a common theme.

Given the different nature and maturity 

levels of the business areas, these 

sessions have been successful in the 

adoption and avoidance of working 

practices.

Participants’ testimonials:

“I found productive the sharing of ideas 

and experiences from each store”

Cláudia Santos, Sport Zone Mar Shopping

“This type of forum is very interesting. 

We discussed relevant and important 

issues. Clearly an example to adopt  

in other business units.”

Maria José delgado, Worten Braga
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REFERENCE
Sonae is recognised nationally  

and internationally for its innovative 

initiatives implemented. Here are 

highlights of some of our awards  

and distinctions.
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Sonae is a reference  

for its partners and opens  

its doors so that they may witness  

this reality in situ. We are also  

invited to share knowledge,  

processes and working  

tools in national  

and international events.

PRESENTATIONS:
“RaId Product”  

at Retail Business Technology Expo, 

London.

“Mobile Portal”  

at CIO Awards ceremony, Lisbon.

“Mobile Portal”  

at the Retail Technology Summit,  

in London.

“Mobile Portal”  

at the Consumer Goods Forum,  

in Barcelona.

“Innovation”  

at Catholic University at Porto.

“Retail Innovation”  

at the Economics Faculty  

of the University of Porto.

“workshop on Innovation”  

at Lisbon’s New University  

– Nova Business Forum.

“Zippy’s Marketing Strategy”  

at Catholic University.

“Zippy’s Franchising Model”  

at Wipro Retail.

“Zippy’s Entry into turkey”  

at AICEP.

“Sonae MC’s Fishing Policy”  

at the “Banking & Environment – 

Financing Environment in Portugal”  

event organised by UNEP – Finance 

Initiative, CGD and BES.

“Marketing’s New Frontiers”,  

in the Cycle of Marketing Conferences  

and Meetings, in Madeira.

 “Continuous Improvement Project”  

at the Next Generation Retail Summit 

Europe.

“Implementation of Optimisation 

Solutions in the Supply Chain”  

at the 14th Logistics Congress organised 

by Portuguese Association of Logistics.

“Continuous Improvement at Sonae”  

at the LEAN event of the CGD Group, 

Lisbon.

“Electronic auctions”,  

at Saphety’s First User Group
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CERTIFICATIONS

The search for excellence is spread 

across the company, as proven  

by several certifications, some  

of which are pioneers in Portugal  

and in the World. 

International 
Certification  
of Environment 
Management System

SGS Certification  
for Sonae’s Producers’ 
Club

SGS Certification  
for Suggestions  
and Complaints 
Management process.

breeam sustainable 
buildings certification 
for Logistic centres



SURVEY  

ON NATIONAL 

SCIENTIFIC  

AND 

TECHNOLOGICAL 

POTENTIAL

In recent years, Sonae companies have filled in this survey issued yearly by the Portuguese 

State, whose objective is to measure Research and Development activity in Portuguese 

companies and institutions.

The 2009 report on R&D Ranking, the most recently issued, ranks Sonae as the second 

company that invests the most in R&D in Portugal.
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COTEC 

INNOVATION 

SCORING

SIFIDE

We carry out this self-diagnostics survey 

yearly since 2008 with the objective  

of assessing, in a qualitative way,  

the evolution of Innovation at Sonae.  

The survey is filled in by the top 

management and members  

of the Innovation Committee.

The results, consistently above 700  

out of 1000, place Sonae in a maturity 

degree considered as a level of excellence 

by Cotec.

The Fiscal Incentive System  

for Research and Development allows 

Sonae to receive tax credits and is  

an important mean of recognition  

of R&D activity.

Sonae has been applying to SIFIDE  

in all yearly exercises since 2003, having 

obtained a total of 7 million euros  

until 2008, the most recent yearly 

exercise approved by the Innovation 

Agency.

7M€

710

21
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SONaE
INNOVatION
awaRd

The Sonae Innovation Award is a prize 

awarded in each company of the group 

and is delivered at the FINOV event  

to the most innovative project  

developed over the previous two years.  

This recognition is an essential incentive 

to guarantee a strong and pervasive 

culture of innovation. This year,  

each company awarded a prize  

and two special mentions.



SONAE MC

CONTINENTE MEGA  
PICNIC – THE FARM  
IN THE CITY
Mega Picnic 2011, organised jointly  

with Sonae’s Producers’ Club,  

presented the best products made  

in the Portuguese sectors of agriculture 

and livestock. Under the theme  

“The countryside arrived in town”,  

we made it possible for the urban 

population to get in touch with nature 

and with the origin of the products 

consumed daily and that are available  

in Continente stores. The objective  

of this activity of brand activation  

was to support Portuguese agriculture, 

presenting its diversity, richness  

and high standards of quality.

This event also included many 

entertainment activities throughout  

the day and ended with a big concert  

by Tony Carreira. This activity had  

the participation of 500,000 visitors.

CONTINENTE’S UNIQUE 
BRAND
We unified the Continente and Modelo 

brands into a unique brand: Continente.

A study about the strategy of unification  

of the various grocery retail brands revealed 

positive impacts for both Sonae and  

the final customer. The objective of this 

unification was to assure the customer  

the presence of the same brand values 

across all food stores.

The implementation of such strategy  

relied on a strong visual and operational 

component, based on changes in store 

decoration, uniforms and websites,  

as well as on a highly complex internal  

(re)organisation.

This new presentation of the Continente 

brand reached final customers through  

a very visible publicity campaign involving  

a promotional plan, a “rain of discounts”  

and in-store brand activation activities.

winner – Innovation award. Honourable Mention – Innovation award.
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Click here Click here

http://youtu.be/JwI8St7TPvE
http://youtu.be/foDx3PWs_8U


NEW BREAD PRODUCTION 
LOGISTICS MODEL
The objectives of the new Bread 

Production Logistics Model were to 

increase customer satisfaction by having 

fresh bread in Continente stores 

throughout the day. With this new 

initiative based on Kaizen principles  

all the production processes of bread  

and warehouse layouts were 

reengineered and bread kits ready to 

cook were created, reducing the response 

time to the needs of production.  

The results of the project were noticeable 

on sales, adequacy of stock levels  

and customer satisfaction.

WORTEN RESOLVE TESTING MACHINE
In order to improve after sales service in IT, audio and video products a testing machine  

was developed that allows testing these products in loco, while the customer is present  

in the store. This immediateness in detecting problems allows avoiding a centralised 

verification and all its associated costs.

SONAE SR

Honourable Mention – Innovation award.

Honourable Mention – Innovation award.
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Click here

Click here

http://youtu.be/37Lop_d-ly4
http://youtu.be/kzy9NrvAFmc


OPTIMISATION OF  
THE OPENING PROCESS  
OF NEW WORTEN STORES
The process of opening new Worten 

stores was reengineered, resulting  

in a reduction of 30% of the cost  

per square metre of stores.

A full review included changes  

in the store layout, new locations of 

support infrastructures and optimisation 

of back office and warehouse spaces. 

Equipments as well as the actual 

construction process were changed 

through improvements in construction 

materials and energy saving solutions.

REPLENISHMENT  
AT MODALFA STORES
Replenishment processes are crucial  

to guarantee that customers find  

the right products in the right places.

A reformulation of the replenishment 

process at Modalfa stores was 

implemented, considering small,  

yet profoundly important, details.  

The scheduling of tasks was revised, 

ensuring a coincidence of the delivery  

of merchandise with the stores’ closing 

times so as to replenish with the store 

closed. Decision support was also taken 

into account, by creating maps of 

merchandise shortages, facilitating  

the process of ordering more 

merchandise. Even the garment folding 

method was revisited, guaranteeing 

homogeneity in the appearance  

of products in the store and across  

all stores.

The efficiency gains were evident  

and originated savings of 48,000 hours  

of our stores’ staff annual work.

Honourable Mention – Innovation award.

Honourable Mention – Innovation award.

Click here

Click here
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http://youtu.be/9Le3_N8BvWk
http://youtu.be/uGgup9Ue5bQ
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These initiatives become new customer 

services, both physical and digital,  

new presentation concepts of products 

and solutions and identifying the most 

efficient ways to organise and operate 

the retail business. 

This challenge is even greater with 

Sonae’s internationalisation process.  

In 2011 Sonae entered three new 

countries, leading it to adapt processes 

and infra-structures.

The integration and training of its 

collaborators to maintain a common 

identity and knowledge and decision 

support systems were also reviewed 

throughout this process.

Here are some of the initiatives  

that turn the strategy defined for  

2011 into reality.

31

With its mission to create  

long term economic  

and social value and bringing  

the benefits of progress  

and innovation to an increasing  

number of people, Sonae  

implements hundreds  

of innovative projects  

every year.
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SONAE – OUR WAY
Given the challenge of the current period 

of growth and internationalisation,  

Sonae reminded its collaborators the set 

of principles and values of the company. 

The communication was made with  

a distinctive brochure entitled “Our Way”, 

created specifically for this effect,  

covering  values, way of working,  

team management and managers.

ISI – INFORMATION  
SYSTEMS  
AND INNOVATION
The Information Systems and the 

Development and Innovation departments 

merged, creating a new team: Information 

Systems and Innovation.

ISI’s structure is organised according  

to the principles of offer and demand.  

The demand is organised by internal client 

so as to ease the interaction of a single 

contact point as well as to enhance 

knowledge of the business. The offer  

is a technical area organised by enterprise 

applications.

In parallel, a CIO Office with functions 

common to all businesses was created: 

Strategy, Innovation, Project Portfolio, 

Systems Architecture, Operational Control 

and Management Control..
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ORgaNISatION

The retail business is very dynamic  

and flexible, continually adapting  

to new customer needs. In this framework, 

our organisation also needs to be thought 

through, guaranteeing the efficiency  

of the operation and the rapid response  

to internal and external challenges.



ORGANISATION

HUMAN RESOURCES
This department reflected in its organisation 

the division of the retail business in Sonae 

MC, Sonae SR and Corporate Centre, 

reinforcing  the connection of each 

department to its relationship manager  

in Human Resources. 

Besides, the specialisation of Human 

Resources allows its collaborators to have 

more knowledge about the needs  

and specificities of each business, as well  

as of the necessary profiles needed  

to achieve its plans and objectives.

STORE CONCEPTION 
DEPARTMENT
We created a Store Conception 

department aiming to increase the 

uniqueness and relevance of our food 

stores, involving customers, generating 

pleasure in the shopping process,  

through the usage of store space  

and the environment, through  

the way products are communicated  

and presented and the experiences  

and services provided.

In parallel, criteria of operational efficiency 

and investment optimisation will be taken 

into account to ensure the sustainability 

of the implementation of the concepts,  

via the positive impacts created  

on the business.

CUSTOMER CENTRIC 
RETAILING TEAM
A new team was created in Sonae MC’s 

Marketing department in order to promote 

the usage of customers’ transaction 

information across the many business 

areas (namely Commercial, Operations 

and Marketing) with continuous focus on 

the management of the customer base 

and their needs. Its main goal is the 

translation of  such data into value added 

for customers and for Sonae MC.

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE 
DEPARTMENT
This department was oriented towards 

strategic sourcing and the development 

of new ways of business support, namely 

the establishment of new partnerships  

in several source-related areas.

INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS 
DEPARTMENT
The LOG2B project was implemented as a 

mean to align Sonae’s internationalisation 

strategy. There were identified a batch  

of processual recommendations and 

control tools that will allow for a more 

efficient management of merchandising 

routes between the various sources  

and destinies.

The first phase of such reorganisation 

integrated in this department a team 

from the Import Processes department. 

At this stage we are implementing 

projects specifically designed to target 

the identified opportunities.

SUCOS TEAM
The Commercial-Operations Support Team 

(SUCOS) was created to support the store 

chain supply, plan the promotional activity, 

implement planograms and new store 

openings and store refurbishments. 

The objective is to provide the best 

customer service by guaranteeing the right 

product, in the correct quantity and at the 

correct place.
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INVOLVEMENT  
WITH THE COMMUNITY
In 2011 we held various in-store events 

which focused mainly in our customers’ 

direct involvement and the community 

where the stores are located. These 

actions were acclaimed due to their high 

level of novelty and value added  

to the customer.

Among these actions, a video clip challenge 

developed to target youth customer  

was a hit, awarding a group of 4 young 

participants with a trip to the United States 

of America to watch a Justin Bieber concert; 

the choice of a new flavour of Continente 

Yoghurt made by customers via Facebook; 

a new instore area was developed in 

alignment with new forms of urban culture, 

featuring beatbox, street theatre  

and hip hop. 

Additionally, various flash mobs were  

held aiming to involve customers  

in the store; Daniel Pereira, the magician, 

visited some stores surprising customers 

with his talent; lastly, Popota enchanted 

the younger ones with another tour 

around stores all over the country.
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INVOLVEMENt 
wItH tHE 
COMMUNIty

Sonae is actively involved  

in the communities it belongs to.  

This is attained through  

specific activities with direct impact  

on the local populations  

that are simultaneously  

socially responsible, relevant  

and innovative.



INVOLVEMENT WITH THE COMMUNITY

CONTINENTE DREAM  
TOUR 2011 
The Continente Dream Tour 2011,  

with the singer Tony Carreira, allowed 

fans to enact two dreams: one with  

the singer and another with the local 

community.

Fans produced movies in which they 

showed, in an original way, their dream 

related with their idol Tony Carreira,  

a dream to become true on the day  

and place of the concert. Regarding  

their communities, fans wrote detailed 

texts on the charity projects they  

would like to be supported.

MERCADO DE SABORES  
– FLAVOURS MARKET
The 2011 edition of the Flavours  

Market took place in the Pavilhão 

Atlântico in Lisbon. For three days, 

35,000 people participated in this 

initiative promoted by Continente,  

and had the opportunity to taste  

and buy the best Portuguese products 

and delicacies, supporting national 

production and gastronomy.

The Flavours Market had over  

60 booths from several producers, 

tastings of typical national products 

including olive oil, wines and own  

brand products, among other initiatives. 

With its 35,000 visitors it recorded a 50% 

increment in the number of news when 

comparing to the previous year.
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PROGRAM “CONTA  
COM DESCONTO” – YOU CAN 
COUNT ON A DISCOUNT
In the “Conta com Desconto” television 

program, Continente answers questions 

by customers on a weekly basis, gives 

saving tips taking into account the types 

of promotions available and helps a 

customer with her shopping. At the end of 

each program the actual saving is shown.

PROJETO “HIPER  
SAUDÁVEL” – PROJECT 
“HYPER HEALTHY”
The objective of this initiative is to raise 

awareness and inform customers about 

the importance of adopting healthier 

lifestyles, which was initially achieved by 

having nutritionists at Continente stores.

In 2011 we created the Hyper Healthy 

Movement, aiming to motivate all  

our customers to fulfill eight basic 

commitments to a healthier life.  

The communication was made through  

a mix of tools, including the transmission 

of a one minute segment on TV presented 

by Catarina Furtado, a dedicated website 

and a social network on the Internet.

SUSTAINABLE FISH POLICY
Sonae adopted management methods  

to assure respect for the sustainability  

of marine resources.

With this new policy there is a careful 

choice of suppliers who use responsible 

fishing methods and that are not black-

-listed by Greenpeace. Traceability of all 

fish sold is kept and capture certificates 

are demanded from all suppliers.

 

BOOK.IT WRITING 
COMPETITION
Book.it stores launched “Concurso 

Literário”, a competition aimed at 

Portuguese residents that have never 

published a written work before, and look 

forward to publish an original text.  

Be it a novel, a fairy tale or a life story, 

the awarded entry has the possibility  

to see the work published and sold 

through the several Sonae brands, 

including a fee related to the sales.
Click here

Click here
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8N7pCJQRg0
http://movimentohipersaudavel.continente.pt/
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NEw  
SERVICES

With the main objective  

of increasing customer  

satisfaction, Sonae  

introduced many new services  

in its retail stores.  

These new services make it  

possible to have more needs  

fulfilled in the same place,  

helping customers to make 

 better use of their time.

MEU SUPER
Meu Super is a franchise concept 

introduced by Sonae based on small-

-sized stores in city centres  

and competitive prices.

This concept offers the necessary 

know-how, quality products and 

permanent support by the Continente 

brand. Such support includes initial  

and continuous training, operational  

and technical advisory services, marketing 

and publicity.



NEW SERVICES

BEAUTY CENTRES  
AT WELL’S
Beauty Centres are located in Well’s 

stores where, in a tranquil environment 

and in total privacy, a range of face  

and body treatments, massages, 

cosmetic electro surgery and other 

essential services such as manicure, 

pedicure and hair removal, are provided 

to customers.

These centres are operated by Sorisa 

Group, the oldest and most prestigious 

beauty company in Portugal. The technical 

team is trained by EFAPE (School of 

Beauty and Professional Specialisation), 

ensuring high standards of quality  

and rigour in the care of aesthetics.

MYNAILS & MAKEUP
MyNails & MakeUp enriched customers’ 

shopping experience in stores. Customers 

may find, in the same place, the manicure 

and make-up related products and services. 

This is a highly feminine space, intimate 

and especially designed thinking about her.

This is an innovative way to increase 

customers’ loyalty and increase sales  

by surprising and exceeding customers’ 

expectations.

WELL’S KIOSKS
Well’s has increased its sales area without 

the need to open more stores, by selling 

its products in kiosks placed in high-

-traffic areas in shopping malls. 

Customers found out the new Well’s  

own brands in appealing pop-up stores, 

conceived to attract the attention  

of thousands of passers-by.

After a summer of success selling 

sunglasses, this concept has been 

extended to beauty products during  

the Christmas period.

Click here
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FASHION ADVISER
In an increasingly competitive market, 

good customer service is not sufficient  

– it is essential to know how to sell. 

Selling skills can be learned, hence a new 

investment on teams: Fashion Adviser 

training. Its main objective is to transmit 

new technical knowledge to staff, 

resulting in higher trust in the moment  

of sale. 

CONTINENTE AUTO
Continente Auto consists of a car wash 

business located in the parking spaces  

of Continente stores.

Customers have at their disposal  

a service that fits their needs and  

at a lower price than the market average. 

By starting washing and vacuum cleaning 

with tokens or coins that are added until 

satisfaction is attained, these factors 

have been contributing to an increase  

in demand in the two pilot stores located 

in Vila do Conde and Viana do Castelo.

COUPON DISPENSER
It is frequent for customers to arrive in 

Continente stores and notice they didn’t 

bring with them the discount coupons, 

therefore being unable to enjoy  

the discounts. With this new service, 

customers may access duplicates of their 

coupons simply by asking for them at the 

Customer Desk simply presenting their 

customer card. In each promotional cycle, 

an average of 6250 customers use this 

service.
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NEW SERVICES

STEP TEST
The Sport Zone stores at Centro 

Colombo and Mar Shopping provide  

a new service to their customers called 

the “Step Test”, a new free service,  

in partnership with Nike.

This test consists on determining the type 

of step of each customer when running  

or walking through a system of foot scan, 

detection of pressure and with integration 

of a treadmill and video. In the end  

the customer receives a report and advice 

on what models of running shoe are more 

adequate to their type of step  

and physical structure. 

“Fonte/Source: Sport Life”

DEALING WITH USED GAMES
With this service we give used games  

an “extra life” in Worten and Worten 

Gamer stores. We created a very simple 

store operation to buy and sell these 

games, contributing toward the growth  

of the gaming business.

BOOK.IT AT “FEIRA  
DO LIVRO” IN OPORTO
Book.it was present, as a book editor,  

for the first time, in 2011 at the 81st Book 

Fair held in Oporto. This was an excellent 

opportunity to raise public awareness 

towards the range of books published  

so far.

This first step was an important investment 

in brand awareness and notoriety of Book.it 

as a player and publisher, strengthening  

the strategic positioning of book.it editions 

in the literary field.
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NEw ONLINE 
SERVICES

The changes in consumer habits,  

the needs for timely information  

and practical and innovative practices  

led to identifying and implementing  

a broad range of online services  

which complement the existing  

in-store services. There were  

various ways to do so, with the web  

and video having an important  

role to play in the transmission  

of information to discerning  

customers with little free time.



CONTINENTE DRIVE
Continente Online Drive is an innovative, 

distinctive and unprecedented  

service in Portugal which merges 

easiness, convenience and speed.  

To use this service, customers shop 

online, choose the pick-up point  

at a store and receive all the relevant 

information to pick up the goods  

within 5 minutes of arriving.

WORTEN ONLINE  
WEBSITE IN SPAIN
In 2011 the Worten Online transactional 

website was launched in Spain,  

as a response to the need of a higher 

growth of brand image and prominence 

through a new sales channel that  

is widely available in this country.

NEW CUSTOMER PORTAL
The customer portal was improved  

and now allows customers to manage 

their loyalty card accounts in a simple 

and effective way. Some of the actions 

that may be carried out in the new portal 

are updating personal data, check  

the card balance and activity as well  

as printing coupons. This provides more 

service, more convenience, autonomy 

and control of information to customers.

Customers may also choose e-mail  

as an alternative channel to receive  

their discount coupons, allowing them  

to save the Environment while saving  

on shopping.

NEW ONLINE SERVICES

Click here
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ONLINE PAEDIATRICIAN
This is the first paediatrician available 

anywhere 24/7. This service provides 

answers about the most important issues 

that moms and dads face every day  

about their sons and daughters.  

This new platform is unique worldwide  

and may be seen at Continente Online’s 

“Baby Universe”. Currently over 160 one  

or two minute videos have been  

recorded by the renowned paediatrician  

Professor Paulo Oom.

WINE TASTER ONLINE
The Wine Taster Online is a website 

where it is possible to find all sorts  

of relevant information on wine.  

It includes information about the best 

producing regions and the best kinds  

of grapes. Ten movies complement  

this information on the main 

characteristics of producing regions  

in Portugal and there are over forty 

videos about the main topics  

of winemaking.

This service also presents the best 

suggestions of food to accompany each 

type of wine.

SCHOOL MANUALS
Continente Online created a new service 

to sell school manuals. In the back  

to school period of 2011, customers were 

able to pre-order school manuals  

in a simple, easy and quick shopping 

experience that included an exclusive 

shopping service with personalized  

help and follow-up. 

Over 1600 customers used this service, 

many of which were new to the online 

channel.

CONTINENTE MAGAZINE
Continente Magazine launched its digital 

edition, for iPad, available for free download 

at the iTunes Store. The application grants 

access to all practical and functional aspects 

of the original edition such as Recipes, 

Nutrition, Wines, Destinations and interviews 

with famous Chefs.

Continente surprised once more, adapting  

its contents and communication  

to its customers’ needs and lifestyles.

Click here

Click here
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NEW ONLINE SERVICES

SPORT ZONE’S PROMOTIONS 
ON FACEBOOK
Sport Zone started its path in social 

networks by developing a promotional 

platform that allows customers’  

loyalty cards to be associated with  

its Facebook page. 

After registration, every time  

a customer shops at Sport Zone,  

the card is recognised automatically  

and an immediate, exclusive discount  

will be awarded.

POPOFUN
A new application with Popota, 

Continente’s Christmas toy mascot, was 

developed for the iPhone/iPad platform 

for children to use, becoming children’s 

favourite App by being entertaining and 

fun through the use of new technologies.  

It allows children to interact with voice,  

to select clothes for Popota, assemble 

jigsaw games and others. Children may 

also create animated Christmas postcards 

with photographs of themselves and their 

friends which are then superimposed  

on Popota’s face and her stage partners.

Thousands of downloads attest  

its success with children.

QR CODES IN WORTEN 
LEAFLETS
Using QR Codes complements  

the information available on leaflets – 

relevant information about technical 

features of some featured products, 

presenting new technologies  

and promotions, among others.

QR CODES HELPING  
THE SALE OF CHRISTMAS 
HAMPERS
In the weeks running up to Christmas 

2011, we publicised the sale of Christmas 

hampers via Continente Online through  

a solution based on QR Codes.

Using a smartphone and a QR  

Code-reading application, customers 

could read the presented codes  

in-store or in the press and then sent  

to an online form to fill their personal 

data. They were contacted later,  

in order to place an order for  

a hamper.

Click here

Click here
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NEW CONTINENTE BOM DIA 
CONCEPT
The objective of this project was to 

strengthen the presence of Continente 

Bom Dia in the convenience format.  

To answer this challenge, a multi-

-disciplinary team was gathered  

to rethink and propose a competitive  

and modern approach.

The design brief was to create a local 

neighborhood supermarket format suited 

to respond to changing consumer  

and consumption patterns, to reflect  

the existing brand identity and to build 

upon its known brand values: price, 

promotion, contemporaneity, variety, 

quality and convenience.
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NEw  
CONCEPtS

Based on our mission,  

we innovate to improve families’  

lives. We strive continuously  

to formulate new retail concepts  

and associated services, based  

on the communication we have  

with our customers. As such,  

we make the shopping process  

easier, re-evaluate segmentations  

and make store space more  

appealing and comfortable.



NEW CONCEPTS

The target market is mainly urban  

and active with a busy lifestyle and little 

spare time, looking for fresh food, quality 

and variety of products, quick and good 

service, convenience and a positive 

substitute to a trip to the hypermarket. 

Each store is to be formatted in proximity 

to large urban centres with a sales area 

between 1000sqm and 1500sqm.

The interior and the retail overall  

graphic design, were developed by  

an international partner. It was a brand 

new format for Sonae MC and symbolised  

a successful innovation in store design 

and shopping experience in Portugal.

A new, intuitive and easy layout  

that included shifting the fresh produce 

section to near the entrance combined 

with contemporary design were two 

essential elements for the success  

of this concept. The result is a welcoming 

atmosphere that associates traditional 

markets with a modern, urban spirit,  

with special focus on the fishmongers, 

cafeteria, wine cellar and the beauty  

and hygiene sections.

All areas of Sonae MC’s retail business 

were involved, in a project sponsored  

by the Executive Committee. The result  

was an attractive, ergonomic and easy 

space for the customer, ensuring a fluid 

and quick shopping experience, bearing  

in mind that quality and comfort should 

not sacrifice the productivity  

of the operation, the economics  

and the rational use of all resources. 

Such extensive development work 

between the Sonae MC home team and 

external consultants was carried out over 

a period of almost one year, to translate 

the design concept into reality. The 

process involved various departments of 

the retail company, representing every 

facet of the process – commercial, 

operational, space management, store 

concept and development, construction, 

marketing amongst others. 

In September 2011, the concept was 

implemented in the existing stores of São 

João da Foz and Norte Shopping, both  

in Porto, with a tightly controlled level of 

investment, in alignment with the current 

economic climate. Recently, the new 

store of Continente Bom Dia  in Ramalde 

was opened as the first store built from 

the ground up in light of this new concept. 

A roll-out is planned for the near future, 

resulting in the alignment of corporate 

strategic plans and the excellent 

response from customers.
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ENTERTAINMENT 3.0
This new concept creates a distinctive 

environment in Worten stores, with new 

modular furniture, designed with simple 

lines allowing for a direct and effective 

communication with customers.

This was applied to the areas of 

Entertainment, Worten Gamer, Ticket 

Office, Children’s, Books and Experiences, 

now even more easily identified  

and with a modern look.

NEW STORE FURNITURE  
AT SPORT ZONE
In order to give a more dynamic feel  

to its stores, making them look younger 

and more surprising, Sport Zone developed 

new furniture for the exhibition  

of its products.

The new furniture makes the products  

look more distinctive and give a better 

perception of the range.

INDULGENCE CONCEPT
The “Indulgence” concept is an area  

in Continente stores that gathers all  

the products that customers with sweet 

teeth most enjoy: sweets, biscuits, 

chocolate and candy. Jelly babies are sold 

by weight and customers may choose  

the combination that most pleases them. 

This space has its own distinctive furniture 

and an appropriately happy decoration 

that reminds of the pleasure of enjoying 

sweets. There is also segmentation 

signage to make it easier to find  

the right product.

NEW WINE SECTION
The new wine section is a privileged  

place for customers to select and buy 

alcoholic drinks. Its design, developed  

by our internal team, was based on 

benchmarking analysis and emphasizes  

a segmentation based on wine regions.

“TUDO EM CONTA” – NEW 
SPACE FOR SPECIAL DEALS
In times when markets and customers 

become more price sensitive, Continente 

felt the need to create a sales area with 

non-food “opportunity” goods. Focusing 

the range on previous collections, this 

space offers goods at an appealing price.
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LEADERSHIP ACADEMY
The aim of the Sonae Retail School’s 

Leadership Academy is to support  

the development of Sonae leaders  

and keeping the company’s DNA, 

contributing to the consolidation  

of a distinctive culture, based on  

the ability to lead, the art of developing 

their collaborators and the ambition  

of continually finding new opportunities 

to add value to the business.

Our intention is to sustain a growth that 

allows for a gradual evolution of a more 

operational role on people management, 

toward a more encompassing and 

strategic leadership.
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tRaININg

The training of our employees, 

fundamental to guarantee  

the best possible customer service,  

and the availability of tools  

auxiliary to the shopping process,  

were at the starting point  

of a set of internal initiatives  

that are a clear example  

of our focus on the customer  

and that take shape  

at the Sonae Retail School.



TRAINING

WORTEN SCHOOL
Worten School was originally  

an operations school for the consumer 

electronics business. It has a global 

competence development system  

that comprises individual training courses 

in the areas of products, behaviour, 

systems and processes, enhancing  

the culture of continuous improvement 

and excellent service and is supported  

in diverse teaching methodologies.

Its distinctiveness is due to the fact  

that it works for any geography or culture 

and, being continuously updated,  

that it is attentive to the needs  

of an accelerating business, following 

market trends and the evolution  

of products.

HEALTH SCHOOL
This is an operations school based  

on the need of the Well’s business  

to have specialists on Health,  

Wellbeing and Optics.

It stands out from other schools because 

of its enhancement of salespeople’s 

technical competences, Well’s operations, 

and for its connection to a University 

degree on Pharmacy. That is, the training 

that is given within its scope has a valid 

equivalence under the European Credit 

Transfer and Accumulation System, 

whether at Sonae or at a University.

For that to be possible, this school has a 

partnership with a University, promoting 

the development of its collaborators in 

terms of their knowledge at the highest 

level of the school system. It is the 

perfect approach of teaching system  

to the business world.

INTERACTIVE TRAINING 
DIARY
The Interactive Training Diary is a 

web-based tool that allows managing 

notices for training events, easing 

interaction with the many parts involved. 

With this platform, each area knows  

its training diary, always integrated  

and up-to-date. 

The training team, on the other hand, 

now has a specific module with data  

and statistics on each of the training 

sessions.
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INTEGRATED IMPROVEMENT 
SYSTEM – CONSTRUCTION
This project consists on adapting  

the Kaizen methodology to the process 

of store refurbishment, namely  

at the level of the construction process, 

and involves all the participating 

departments of the company.

Sharing information among these 

departments, anticipating deadlines  

for this exchange and the creation  

of indices of analysis and follow-up  

of the construction process that  

are always available and updated result  

in diminishing the negative impact  

of construction on the stores.
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CONtINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENt

The activities of continuous  

improvement are now common  

to all the areas of the company.  

They have originated many changes  

to optimise business processes  

with positive results on productivity.  

On the other hand, the growth  

and complexity of the business  

have made it important to create  

tools to support new processes  

and help decision making.



CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

IFL/INFL (LIA/LINA)
The Internal Food Logistics (IFL/LIA)  

e Internal Non-Food Logistics (INFL/LINA) 

initiatives reengineered the internal 

logistics processes from the reception  

of goods in the store up to their placement 

in the shelves. All flows of information 

between stores, commercial departments 

and distribution centres were reviewed.

The main objective relied on increasing 

productivity and always opening  

the stores with full shelves, therefore 

contributing to a sales increase and  

to the reduction of stock levels as well  

as out of stocks.

SONAE RP’S REAL ESTATE 
MANAGEMENT
We created a new operational and 

management system called GPS – Sonae’s 

Real Estate Management. It allows for an 

active and effective management of our 

portfolio of real estate of retail stores.  

This system includes management  

of multiple contracts, under many legal 

descriptions, of stores and spaces in 

shopping centres and independent units, 

as well as of warehouses and offices. 

GPS comprises various modules,  

including real estate, contracts, document 

management, rent management, 

workflow, invoicing, integration  

with the accounting system and reports.

AUTOMATION OF SEA 
FREIGHT TENDER
Using information from our International 

Commerce workflow system and from  

a database of freight quotes, we created  

an automated system that helps us find 

the best quote for sea freight, generating 

automatic tender e-mails to the service 

provider and keeping all the tender data  

in a database.

This tool allows us to reduce the volume  

of e-mail exchanged, to increase efficiency 

and productivity both in the tender process 

and in invoice processing as well as to have 

historic tender data with enormous 

potential for future use.

LAUNCH OF NEW  
FIRST PRICE BRAND:  
É CONTINENTE
Sonae MC created a new brand for its first 

price products, to be used in all grocery 

products as well as beauty and hygiene.

The new brand eliminates several first 

price brands (Sim, Sou, Tal, among others) 

used so far by various areas, and clarifies 

the identification of first price products 

with the Continente banner.

É Continente is the brand with the best 

proposition on price, savings  

and trust across all the grocery, beauty  

and hygiene products.
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RELAUNCH OF MYLABEL 
BEAUTY BRAND
We refreshed the image of the MYLABEL 

brand with the objective of making  

it more modern, current and appealing, 

repositioning the products of this market 

segment according to their quality.

These products are specialists in areas 

where, so far, we didn’t have our own brand, 

such as face treatment and specific 

products for men. 

FRESH FISH STAND
We developed a new stand for fresh fish 

that melts ice with minimal human 

intervention. The new stand has electric 

coils to heat water, forming a vapour  

that heats the metal plates underneath  

the ice. The kick-off of the melting process 

is carried out automatically after the store 

closure, thereby reducing usage of water 

and manpower. A problem area in the back 

of the store, where previously the ice was 

put to thaw is no longer necessary.

LOGISTICS TRAIN
The logistics train consists on cars  

to transport towing equipment. This train 

is used to transport merchandise from 

the store’s warehouse to replenish  

the shelves. 

During the day the train is loaded with 

the necessary merchandise and at night 

it is placed in the aisles, reducing travel 

and operators’ physical effort.
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

CENTRAL MANAGEMENT  
OF THE FRESH FISH  
SUPPLY CHAIN
We created a new algorithm to suggest 

which amounts of fresh fish should be 

ordered on a daily basis. This algorithm 

takes into account the need to guarantee 

the presence of a full range as well as a 

weekend range of products, the daily sales 

forecast per store and the minimum stock 

necessary to prevent sales peaks.

EFFICIENT READING  
OF BARCODES
Aiming to improve the productivity  

of Front Office through the reduction  

of the number of product barcodes 

introduced manually by operators 

(following difficulty to be read normally), 

the EANs project was launched  

in partnership with GS1 Portugal  

– CODIPOR.

This project, pioneer in Portugal, consisted, 

in a first phase, on an exhaustive diagnostic 

of all the reading problems posed by  

the barcodes of all products in the stores.  

After this identification, we proceeded 

toward its correction by ensuring that 

barcodes followed all the current rules. 

Simultaneously, all barcode scanners were 

tested, guaranteeing a clear identification 

of the causes of the problems.

SAVA – PRODUCT SALE 
SUPPORT SYSTEM 
SAVA resulted in a quality jump in 

customer service at Worten and Worten 

Mobile, by easing combined sales  

of products and services whose prices  

vary according to these combinations.

In the sale of telecommunications 

equipments and services this allows our 

operators to suggest the customer the 

ideal combination of mobile phone/phone 

plan with the lowest price possible.
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TREVO – CLOVER
We analysed the usage of all the energy  

we consumed and defined new ways to buy 

it and use it. 

This initiative focused on three objectives:  

•	 	to	consume	rationally,	through	the	

definition of a Guide to Energy Use 

guaranteeing homogeneous usage  

and comfort across stores for both 

customer and employees;

•	 	buying	with	better	conditions,	 

through electronic auctions;

•	 	revenue	generation,	with	energy	

production made possible through  

the installation of solar panels.

BUYING SIMULATOR  
FOR FRUITS  
AND VEGETABLES
A simulator was created in order to improve 

the efficiency of the buying process  

for fruits and vegetables for the Stock 

Management team and for suppliers.

This simulator compiles order of fruits  

and vegetables from all stores, 

automatically distributing the products 

across suppliers, according to the 

quantities agreed with each producer. 

Orders are sent in a single shot  

and automatically to all suppliers. 

Suppliers now receive the orders sooner, 

resulting in increased available time  

for quality control, packing process  

and in the reduction of delays  

of deliveries to the distribution  

centres.

FASHION DIVISION’S  
STOCK MANAGEMENT 
In order to automate the stores’ intensive 

stock management tasks, we developed  

a set of applications that consolidate  

the information extracted from the central 

database. The time necessary for decision 

making and execution of tasks  

was reduced considerably, contributing 

towards an increase of productivity  

of employees.

With this new way of working it is simpler 

to detect mistakes and inconsistencies on 

time, before becoming problems in stores.
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

PIM – PROMOTION 
INVENTORY MANAGER
Promotions are very important to our 

customers. For this reason, and also  

for legal reasons, it is fundamental to 

guarantee that all products on promotion 

are always available in all stores. Stock 

management is thus a critical success 

factor in order to attain this objective.  

PIM supports the campaign stock process 

from planning to the generation of 

allocation of merchandise to stores.  

We created a dashboard where it is possible 

to monitor and control the planning status 

and the volume of merchandise involved,  

in real time.

TUC – TRANSPORT UNIT 
CAPACITY
This new module allows us to automate 

our stock management for products 

whose suppliers demand minimum 

orders, and therefore maximise the usage 

of the volume of their units of transport. 

The solution includes a complex 

algorithm, based on the levels of cost  

of orders by type of transport, identifies 

the current threshold and influences  

the order itself by distributing amounts  

of products across transport units 

according to the profile of the products.  

It also integrates the ability to generate 

purchase orders according to the 

capacity and the distribution centres’ 

receiving schedules.

WORKS
The WORKS system is a platform that 

allows sharing and the flow of information 

necessary for the implementation of 

communication of products on leaflets, 

TV and other media. 

The system is used in a regime of software 

as a service, with all users (internal  

and external) accessing it via the Internet 

and exchanging information that thus far 

had to be carried physically, increasing 

costs and transport times.

The advantages of this new system 

include increasing the speed to access  

it and using information, task automation, 

reports and analyses.
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FRONT OFFICE TEST 
LABORATORY
This dedicated laboratory includes various 

Front Office equipments and allows for  

a better alignment with the identification 

of requirements as well as conducting 

software testing in a better way to reduce 

bugs before the implementation of new 

versions in stores. The tests include a 

connection to SIBS (Portugal’s largest card 

carrier) and allow online testing of bank 

cards and Continente’s customer card, 

among others.

All tests that are carried out are registered 

electronically.

SENSORIAL TESTS  
FOR PETFOODS
Continente’s brands of petfood products 

are tested sensorially in order to 

determine, at customers’ homes, their 

pets’ preferences. This procedure is  

part of the evaluation process for new 

products, increasing the probability  

of a good sales performance at products’ 

launches.

RISK MANAGEMENT TOOL
This application was developed to support 

the risk management process. It identifies 

risks, assesses their likelihood of occurrence, 

helps to select follow-up options, measures 

KPIs as well as monitoring action plans.

It is a result of internal knowledge and the 

incorporation of good practices of the COSO 

International Framework (Committee of 

Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway 

Commission).

MPOWER
mPower is an internal application  

for mobile devices that allows managers 

to access crucial business indicators  

such as sales and out of stock products, 

from anywhere with mobile access  

to the Internet. They may also use  

it to manage the internal workflow 

notifications for approval of expenses  

and travel requests.
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

SIGE – DOCUMENT LABEL 
MANAGEMENT
SIGE is a platform that allows  

to centralise and control label printing  

to be applied to financial documents  

and archiving. It is an automatic process 

in which the system generates over  

4500 labels a day, sequentially 

numbered by company/process.

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
This is an internal website used by the 

International Development team to share 

information about partners, markets, 

projects and studies with other teams who 

also participate in Sonae SR’s international 

expansion. This sharing space, besides 

including management tools used by this 

department, has an enormous amount  

of information that includes project 

documents, contracts and agreements, 

assessment of potential markets, work 

reports, among others.

DASHBOARD  
OF INVESTMENTS BY STORE
The objective of this dashboard  

is to automatically analyse the value  

of investments by store and by type  

of construction starting from a baseline 

of values registering on SAP. Reports  

are generated automatically and allow 

numerical and graphical analysis of 

indicators.

This tool also allows comparison of budget 

and actual costs between stores, formats 

and items.
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WELL’S IN CONTINENTE’S 
LOYALTY CARD PROGRAM
Well’s is the only brand besides 

Continente that bases its promotion 

policy entirely on Continente’s loyalty 

card, benefitting from the visibility  

and traffic generated by Portugal’s 

largest discount program.

This strategy was fundamental to attain 

the sales growth and prominence of the 

Well’s brand and represents an investment 

that has been systematically reinforced 

by its presence in the mailings sent by 

Continente, in front office coupons  

and in all themed promotions of Sonae’s 

health and optics brand.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 
AT DSA
With the objective of increasing  

the efficiency of processes, in particularly 

in what concerns the quality and  

the punctuality of the data produced, the 

Administrative department implemented 

a new Continuous Improvement 

programme. This process is a result  

of Kaizen Office DSA, in which the entire 

processes involving the Administrative 

department were mapped and 

reengineered in order to close  each 

occurrence at its 5th working day assuring 

quality standards.

AUTOMATION OF MEAT 
PROCESSING FACILITIES
The automation of line terminals  

at the production service included  

the assembling of packages inside  

the transportation boxes in order to 

maximise the correspondence of each 

delivery content and therefore avoiding 

incorrect invoices.

With this new method, the visibility  

of the product at each phase is improved, 

allowing for greater efficiency and reduced 

operating costs.

EXPEDITION IN FASHION 
DISTRIBUTOR
Within the scope of international 

shipping, the Plaza distributor for Zippy 

brand initiated a labelling process based 

on labels that identify boxes according  

to the needs of international clients.  

It is now possible to track each package 

to the final destination. The process runs 

on voice recognition technology in order 

to increase the levels of productivity and 

efficiency around the preparation stage.

AUTOMATION OF 
OPERATIONS IN FROZEN 
GOODS
The distribution center of frozen goods, 

located in Maia, was upgraded in order  

to improve the working conditions.

Several initiatives were implemented, 

from which we highlight the fast transport 

of products from chamber to chamber, 

guaranteeing the cold supply chain  

with movable structures.
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY 
The pallet jacks used in the distribution 

centers were reviewed to find efficient 

solutions to benefit the transport  

of merchandise. For light pallets,  

a new “double pallet” jack was adopted, 

making it possible to prepare two pallets 

simultaneously. For heavy cargo, Pro Lifter 

was the adopted choice, reducing in 67% 

the initial effort when compared to regular 

tools. Additional conditions were also 

created in order to allow the preparation 

and expedition of “half pallets”, resulting in 

operational gains, mainly in smaller stores.

SECURITY AT THE 
DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
Both distribution centers, Maia and 

Azambuja, are equipped with a CCTV 

system with a control room in with  

it is now possible to access several 

functions such as as simultaneously 

viewing existing cameras; panning  

and zoom to recognise the number plates 

of lorries; the alarm system of specific 

equipment stored at the machine room; 

the recording of intrusions and  

the registration and control of access  

to facilities.

REMSYS
Remsys software improved the process  

of inverted logistics, allowing the scanning 

of bar codes inserted in boxes returned by 

the stores, therefore increasing the speed 

and reliability of the reorganization  

of the merchandise and the administrative 

process involved. It is now possible  

to keep a record of each process  

and issue automatic reports and other 

documentation.
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Sonae’s Mobile Portal  

garners attention of European Retailers

 Innovation stills key driver  

for Sonae’s business success. 

“Innovation is the key for companies’ long 

term sustainability, a driver with additional 

relevance under the current economic 

environment,”  says Luís Reis – President  

of FINOV, a forum that is currently working on 

the theme “Open Innovation: The Power of All”

5% is the increase on Sonae’s Innovation 

investment, with 76 million euro reported  

in 2010, including investment in projects  

such as the MegaPicnic Continente,  

a project awarded in  the FINOV event,  

Sonae’s Innovation forum. 
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Sonae Invests 75 million euros in innovation

The retail  group adopts a collaborative culture 

in which all stakeholders participate:  

suppliers, partners, workers and consumers.

Sonae reports results  

of investment in innovation.

Sonae 

Critical Success Factor

Creativity was the way to make Sonae  

a reference in the retail industry

Sonae Distribuição embraces  

electronic auctions
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For more information: comiteinovacao@sonae.pt
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